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ABSTRACT Radar systems operating aboard unmanned aerial systems (UASs) or drones are gaining lot
of interest in the remote sensing field. UASs have recently been tested as platforms for synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) systems. There are many expectations regarding the interferometric capabilities of UAS-based
radar interferometers. Nevertheless, its implementation introduces new problems, which demand advanced
processing techniques. To date, only few works presented interferometric data acquired aboard UAS.
In this paper repeat-pass interferometric tests are presented, performed with an S-band UAS-based SAR.
By using corner reflectors subject to known displacements, the interferometric capabilities of the sensor are
demonstrated. Results from two measurement campaigns are presented: data acquired in controlled scenario
and in a vegetated slope. A focusing algorithm that considers the UAS position and attitude information,
able to cope with the UAS instabilities, is presented and discussed. At the knowledge of the authors,
the experimental results obtained are the first systematic demonstration of repeat-pass UAS-based SAR
interferometry, validated by ground truth.

INDEX TERMS Interferometric SAR, synthetic aperture radar, UAS, UAS-based SAR.

I. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) interferometry [1] is a
powerful tool largely used in remote sensing applications.
It exploits radar acquisitions along a certain aperture in order
to form two dimensional images, and allows to measure
displacements in the scenario, with sub-wavelength preci-
sion. The SAR systems were initially designed for satellite
operations [1] in the sixties. Later, also airplanes [2] and
ground-based (GB) actuators [3] have been used as SAR
platforms, and today they are popular established sensors for
environmental monitoring.

Today, unmanned aerial systems (UASs), commonly
known as drones, are becoming ever more popular as plat-
forms for SAR systems [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. UASs
allow for high flexible synthetic apertures (SA), and can
be easily deployed without the need for complex launch
infrastructures such as satellite, or fixed installation such
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as GB-SAR. UAS-based SAR systems could bridge the gap
between space-borne and GB-SAR. Indeed, they have short
return times and allow to cover wide areas, up to tens of kilo-
meters. Furthermore, such systems have a low cost compared
to airborne SAR.

Performing UAS-based SAR imaging could be really
challenging. Unlike satellite or GB actuators, UASs are usu-
ally subject to uncontrolled movements caused by external
forces, such as wind gusts, which can make the UAS deviate
from the nominal trajectory. These movements are usually
called motion errors. They have been thoroughly studied
for airborne SAR, and advanced algorithms have been pro-
posed [11], [12], [13], [14]. To correctly focus SAR data in
presence of motion errors, accurate knowledge of the radar
antenna position and platform attitude as well as knowledge
of the altitude profile of the illuminated area, are demanded.
Back-propagation algorithms allow to cope with these prob-
lems, provided the knowledge of the UAS position.

Imaging techniques have been studied to perform motion
compensation specifically for UAS-based systems [15], [16].
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Several works propose autofocusing algorithms to perform
high resolution imaging [7], [17], [18]. Not all autofo-
cus methods preserve the phase information and can be
used for interferometric applications [8]. Autofocus methods
capable of preserving image coherence have recently been
presented [19]. However, these algorithms usually have long
computation times, which can make their use difficult or
limited. In many cases, back-propagation algorithms are used
to focus UAS-based SAR images [8], [9], [20], [21].

The motion errors also affect the phase of the image.
Consequently, they represent one of the main challenges
in UAS-based interferometric SAR. In recent years, works
addressing UAS-based SAR interferometry have appeared in
scientific literature.

The possibility to perform single-pass interferometry has
been successfully demonstrated in [22]. The authors pre-
sented results of single-pass interferometry using a P-band
UAS-borne system. They estimated the terrain height of a
eucalyptus forest with 5% accuracy.

Recently, also repeat-pass interferometry has been pre-
sented. Authors of [8], [21], [23], and [24], presented inter-
ferometric maps of realistic scenarios. Specifically, authors
of [8] presented an X-band system. They observed severe
image defocusing due to the platform deviation from the
nominal trajectory and to the flight instabilities. Therefore,
only small SA were used to process the interferometric
measurements. The other works preferred lower frequencies
than the X-band, as they are more suitable to preserve the
phase coherence. In [21] and [23] a compact FMCW L-band
UAV-borne system was used. Repeat-pass interferograms of
a natural slope obtained with a short (5 min), and long
(43 days) temporal baseline are showed. Authors of [24]
used an S-band system and showed an interferometric map
acquired in a urban scenario. Results obtained in the above
works are really promising. However, the obtained interfero-
metric maps were not confirmed by ground truth.

The first repeat-pass interferometric test onboard UAS,
with ground truth validation was presented in [25]. Three
corner reflectors were subject to known displacements. The
L-band UAS-borne system measured vertical displacements
in the scenario. Two interferometric measurements are pre-
sented. Obtained results have uncertainties close to the state
of the art of satellite SAR, below 1 cm. Although this result
represents an important step for UAS-based interferometry,
only two measurements were presented, in a specific con-
trolled scenario.

In this paper, repeat-pass interferometric measurements
performed with a UAS-based SAR are presented. The system
is an S-band radar, based on a vector network analyzer which
operates aboard a UAS Matrice300RTK by DJI. The system
was tested in different measurement campaigns. In this paper,
a back-propagation focusing algorithm, originally developed
for airborne SAR [14], is presented and adjusted to the UAS-
based case. With respect to previous works, a time series of
flight scans was performed in the same conditions, in order
to test the measurement repeatability. The system was tested

in two different scenarios: a controlled scenario, and a natural
one. The UAS performed linear flight scans at constant veloc-
ity. Corner reflectors were used as reference targets. In order
to provide a reference for validation of the method, the corner
reflectors were subject to known displacements. This allowed
to test the reliability of the results obtained.

The paper is structured as follows: the UAS-based proto-
type for interferometric applications is presented in section II;
the algorithm used to coherently focus SAR images is pre-
sented in section III; here the interferometric technique is also
introduced and the possible error sources are discussed. Then,
the experimental results obtained are presented and discussed
in section IV.

II. UAS-BASED INTERFEROMETRIC SAR: EQUIPMENT
The payload for the UAS-based interferometric system is
composed by the radar and the onboard computer. A block-
scheme of the system architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

The onboard computer hosts the Robot Operating System
(ROS) [26], a widely used framework for robotic appli-
cations. It allows to simultaneously manage and schedule
operations on different hardware, and to enable their commu-
nication. In this case, ROS manages the communication with
the UAS as well as the radar data acquisition.

The radar is based on a vector network analyzer (VNA)
SC5065, by Copper Mountain, which provides a step fre-
quency continuous wave (SFCW) signal from f0 by steps
of 1f . The m-frequency sample is given by fm = f0 +

(m− 1) 1f , m = 1, . . . ,Nf , with Nf the total number of
frequency steps. The bandwidth of the signal is B = Nf 1f .
Each tone is held for a time1t . The VNA detects the in-phase
and quadrature terms. Therefore, the acquired radar echo is a
complex matrix Emn, whose indexes m = 1, . . . ,Nf and n =

1, . . . ,Nn label the frequencies and the sweeps, respectively.
The sensor is equipped with a couple of log periodic

antennas Hyper LOG6080 by Aaronia AG, Germany. The
antennas have beamwidth of about 60◦ both in the horizontal
and vertical plane. The received signal is amplified with a low

FIGURE 1. Block-scheme of the radar payload for the interferometric
UAS-based SAR.
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noise amplifier (LNA) aMini-Circuits ZX60 - 63GLN+with
29.6 dB of gain and sent to the VNA for demodulation. The
VNA is connected to the onboard computer, which manages
the radar operations and records the acquired data, via USB.

For the present experimentation the VNA provided a
SFCW signal with central frequency fc = 4.05 GHz and
about B ≃ 100 MHz of bandwidth. The number of frequency
steps wasNf = 201. For this configuration, the VNA allowed
a maximum pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 60 Hz. This
imposed a limit on the UAS velocity. In fact, to properly
focus SAR data without introducing angular ambiguity, the
spatial step between successive acquisitions must be equal or
smaller than λ/4 [27]. A flight speed of 1 m/s was suitable
for the present experimentation. Although, with such a low
velocity, a Doppler shift must be considered and compensated
for. Indeed, in these conditions the following expression does
not hold, v/λ ≫ PRF. It has been shown [28] that, in this
case, the Doppler shift can not be considered negligible, and
must be corrected. This was taken into account in the focusing
algorithm explained in the following section.

III. UAS-BASED INTERFEROMETRIC SAR: METHODS
A. FOCUSING ALGORITHM
For the present work, a time-domain back-propagation
algorithm based on [14], originally developed for airborne
SAR, was used and generalized to the UAS-based case.
A scheme of the acquisition geometry is shown in Fig. 2.
Assume the UAS-based radar is in position Rn at time tn. The
target is in positionT . The vectorDn (T) = T−Rn represents
the position of the target with respect to the radar, at time tn.

FIGURE 2. UAS-based acquisition geometry.

As already mentioned, because of the low PRF, a Doppler
correctionmust be considered. The algorithm in [14] was then
modified based on the methods described in [28], to account
and compensate for the Doppler effect.

The SAR image I (T) of a target in position T can be
obtained from the radar complex echo Enm, as [14],

I (T) =

Nf∑
m=1

n2∑
n=n1

Emne
j 4πc fm

(
Dn(T)+DDoppmn

)
. (1)

Here, n is an index labelling the sweep acquisitions, j is the
complex unit, c is the speed of light, fm is the m-frequency

sample, Dn (T) is the module of vector Dn (T), and DDopp
mn is

the Doppler compensation for the m − th frequency sample,
at time tn. Indexes n1 and n2 delimit the summation over n, i.e.
they define the processed synthetic aperture (PSA). Accord-
ing to [28] the Doppler term is given by,

DDopp
mn = m1tvn · Dn (T) , (2)

where vn is the UAS velocity at time tn.
To focus the SAR images, (1) was implemented on a

grid defined on the ground, based on the flight trajectory.
An example of the focusing geometry is shown in Fig. 3.
The x-axis is parallel to the average flight direction. For each
(x, y) point on the grid, the PSA (indexes n1, n2) was selected
as the intersections with the flight trajectory, determined by
an angle θ , as showed in Fig. 3. The maximum value of
θ is the antenna beamwidth θant. Indeed, for each antenna
position, the radar illuminates an area delimited by θ = θant.
Therefore, for each target T , only the contributions such that
T is inside the antenna lobe should be considered. Such an
implementation permits to modify θ , i.e. n1, n2, according
to the UAS attitude. For instance, if the radar is not point-
ing perpendicular to the direction of flight, the PSA can be
adjusted accordingly. In what follows, the angle θ will be
called focusing angle.

FIGURE 3. Scheme of the focusing geometry.

Given the high computational cost of (1), the approx-
imation described in [28] was used, which considers the
Doppler correction and uses the fast Fourier transform and an
interpolation method in the range direction. In what follows,
Kaiser windows (with β = 5) were also applied to the radar
echoes, in range and cross-range directions, for lowering the
sidelobes.

The coherent focusing of SAR data using (1) requires
accurate knowledge of the UAS position R⃗n. UAS are usually
equipped with inertial measurements units (IMUs) and real
time kinematic global positioning satellite systems (GNSS-
RTK), which provide the UAS position information and
attitude. In general, GNSS-RTK sensors allow accuracy of
the order of centimetres. Positioning uncertainty can cause
defocusing of SAR images: the main peak splits into sev-
eral contributions [15], causing also a decrease in signal-to
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noise-ratio. System working at lower frequencies, i.e. longer
wavelengths, can bear higher position uncertainties and are
less affected by defocusing effects.

B. UAS-BASED SAR INTERFEROMETRY
Once the SAR images have been focused on the same focus-
ing grid, interferometric techniques [29] can be applied on
the time series of the images. Given two images Ia(x, y) and
Ib(x, y) acquired during two different scans, the interfero-
metric phase can be computed for each target as the phase
difference of the complex values, i.e.

1ϕ(x, y) = angle(Ia (x, y) · Ib (x, y)∗), (3)

where angle(·) denotes the phase of the complex value and
(·)∗ the conjugate. The phase difference, 1ϕ, can be related
to a displacement of the scenario as

1d =
λ

4π
1ϕ, (4)

where λ is the wavelength corresponding to the central fre-
quency of the radar signal.

Actually, the interferometric phase 1ϕ contains several
contributions:

1ϕ = 1ϕdisp + 1ϕatmo + 1ϕvol + 1ϕnoise. (5)

Here, 1ϕdisp is the term due to the physical displacement
of the target occurred between the two scans; 1ϕatmo is the
phase difference due to a change in the atmospheric refraction
index between the acquisitions; 1ϕvol is the volumetric con-
tribution due to the fact that successive scans do not perfectly
retrace the same trajectory; finally, 1ϕnoise is a noise term.
In order to measure only the physical displacement

with (4), all other terms must be compensated or minimized,
since they introduce errors that can compromise the interfer-
ometric measurement. The atmospheric contribution 1ϕatmo
can be compensated using specific algorithms [30], [31],
[32], [33]. Usually, in typical natural measurement scenar-
ios it is performed assuming a linear (or quadratic) range
contribution. The volumetric phase 1ϕvol is related to the
non-perfect retracting during the repat-pass. To correct this
contribution, a DEM as well as information on the UAS
position are required. However, if all targets are located at
the same altitude, i.e. they belong to the same horizontal
plane, the volumetric phase can be compensated as it was an
atmospheric contribution.

The noise term (1ϕnoise) cannot be completely eliminated.
It includes all terms that contribute to the phase uncertainty
(e.g. thermal noise, temporal and spatial decorrelation, focus-
ing errors). In optimal situations, for satellite or GB-SAR,
this term is negligible with respect to the other phase con-
tributions (1ϕdisp, 1ϕatmo, 1ϕvol). In case of a UAS-based
system, the noise term can be dominated by the uncertainty
on theUAS position R⃗n. The position errors enter the focusing
algorithm (1), introducing uncertainty on the phase values of
the radar image. A possible solution to minimize the effects
of the positioning uncertainty on the interferometric phase,

is to lower the PSA. In (1) the PSA is determined by the
focusing angle θ through the p1, p2 indexes, as schematically
shown in Fig. 3. If the position is affected by noise, as the
PSA increases, the more noise is added to the exponential
term in (1). Considering an angle θ < θant, i.e. shortening the
PSA, it is possible to mitigate the effects of noise. How much
the focusing angle θ influences the image quality, depends
on the specific measurement conditions and on the position-
ing sensor uncertainty. Consequently, the optimal choice of
focusing angle may vary from case to case.

Summing up, the phase contributions that are critical for
interferometric applications are the volumetric contribution
1ϕvol and the noise term 1ϕnoise. Knowledge of a DEM of
the area allows to correct the volumetric one. On the other
hand, the phase uncertainty is linked to the positioning sensor
uncertainty and could represent a limit for the coherence of
SAR images.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
The UAS system used for this experimentation was a com-
mercial quadcopter, a Matrice300RTK, by DJI. It is equipped
with IMU and RTK sensors. Fig. 4 shows a picture of the
radar payload mounted onboard the UAS. The antennas are
mounted on a support of 1 m length, in order to minimize the
direct coupling.

FIGURE 4. Picture of the UAS-based interferometric prototype.

In what follows, experimental results obtained in two mea-
surement campaigns are presented and discussed. The first
was performed in controlled scenario, in a general aviation
airfield; the second was performed in a natural environment,
the area of an ex-quarry.

A. TESTS IN CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT
The equipment was first tested in the general aviation airfield
of Serristori, Arezzo, Italy.

Measurements were performed using corner reflectors
(CRs) as reference targets, in order to test and validate the
measurement procedure and focusing algorithm. Three CRs
of 50 cm side were positioned in a meadow area, mounted
on tripods, at the same altitude on the ground. During the
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measurements the UAS flew at 5 m altitude, with a velocity
of 1 m/s. Nine scans were performed on the same nominal
trajectory. The bandwidth of the radar signal was set equal to
B = 100.5 MHz, which corresponds to a range resolution of
about 1.5 m. Fig. 5 shows a picture of the UAS performing
the measurement scan. Circles highlight the locations of the
CRs. Between each flight, CR 2 (red in Fig. 5) was moved
in the direction perpendicular to the scan line, by steps of
1 cm length. The position of the other two CRs was kept
unchanged. Fig. 6 shows an aerial view of the imaged area,
the UAS trajectory, and locations of the CRs.

FIGURE 5. UAS-based SAR flight during the experiments at Serristori.

FIGURE 6. Aerial view of the imaged area in Fig. 7.

Radar raw data were focused using (1) and the result is
shown in Fig. 7. The three CRs are clearly recognizable in
the image. The trees, indicated by white arrows in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7, are also visible in the radar image.

As already mentioned, residual uncertainties on the UAS
position Rn should affect the image quality, in particular, the

FIGURE 7. SAR image obtained using (1).

phase coherence. In order to better understand the effect of
a different PSA in (1), the value of the focusing angle θ

was varied, from 2◦ to 60◦. Fig. 8 shows the magnitude
point spread function of CR 2 normalized with respect to the
sweeps number in the processed synthetic aperture, obtained
with different values of θ . By increasing θ , i.e. considering a
longer PSA, the peakwidth becomes narrower. It is worth not-
ing that the CR amplitude image is of good quality, even for
θ = θant = 60◦, the whole antenna aperture. No defocusing
of the image is observed. This means that positioning errors
are not critical for image focusing in this frequency band.

FIGURE 8. Magnitude PSF of CR 2 obtained with θ = 2◦, 10◦, 30◦, 60◦.

Complex data of the three CRs were processed using inter-
ferometric techniques. As already mentioned, for targets at
the same altitude, both the volumetric and the atmospheric
phase contributions can be compensated for. A constant plus
a linear range contribution was assumed and a correction
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of 1ϕatmo and 1ϕvol was carried out, based on CR 1 and
CR 3. For each image, the signal phase of the fixed CRs
was used to estimate the range-linear phase contribution. The
retrieved linear phase planewas then used to correct the signal
phase of each pixel of the radar image, included CR 2. The
interferometric displacement is then computed with (4) using
the corrected phase.

In order to characterize the interferometric performance
of the system, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the
displacement of CR 2 with respect to the expected one
(dexp = 0.01 m) was evaluated,

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
Nmeas

Nmeas∑
i=1

(
di − dexp

)2
. (6)

Here, di is the i-th measured displacement, and Nmeas is the
total number of measurements.

The computation was performed for several values of the
focusing angle, from θ = 2◦, to θ = 60◦. Fig. 9 shows the
RMSE obtained, as a function of the corresponding focusing
angle. High measurement accuracy is achieved, with RMSE
always below 2.5 mm, that is, below λ/30. For very small
θ values, between 2◦ and 7◦, the RMSE decreases from
2.4 mm down to 0.9 mm, reaching an even higher measure-
ment precision. However, by further widening the synthetic
aperture, the error increases. For θ = 60◦ it is about 1.7 mm.
This behaviour can be explained as follows: by enlarging the
PSA, more data are integrated and contribute to the result,
leading to a better signal-to-noise-ratio. On the other hand,
the position is affected by bias and uncertainties, and themore
data are added, the more phase uncertainty is introduced.
The curve in Fig. 9 results from a trade-off between these
two aspects. Obtained results show that very high accuracy
is obtained with a limited PSA. For the present case, using
θ = 7◦ (PSA at 120 m of about 15 m) guarantees the
maximum accuracy, a RMSE of 0.9 mm. The curve in Fig. 9

FIGURE 9. Root mean square error of the interferometric displacement
with respect to the expected one, as a function of the angle θ used for
focusing.

suggests that a further increase of the focusing angle does
not provide significant advantages. Therefore, it would be
suitable to use θ < θant. Indeed, this lowers the computational
cost and accelerates the focusing process.

Fig. 10 shows the interferometric displacement obtained
for the three CRs, with θ = 7◦. Here, the measured cumula-
tive interferometric displacement is shown as a function of the
nominal displacement expected for CR 2. It can be observed
that the displacement of CR 2 before the correction (blue line
in Fig. 10) overestimates the expected result. On the other
hand, after the atmospheric and volumetric contributions have
been corrected, the displacement of CR 2 (red line) better
agrees with the expected trend. Very good agreement can be
observed, with a maximum deviation from the expected value
of 2 mm.

FIGURE 10. Measured cumulative interferometric displacements as a
function of the expected displacement for CR 2. The green line is related
to CR 1, blue line to CR 2, yellow line to CR 3, and red line to CR 2 after
the correction implemented using the fixed CRs.

The millimetric accuracy achieved on CRs is consistent
with that of state of the art satellite [34] and airborne [35]
systems. Therefore, the presented results demonstrate the
feasibility of UAS-based SAR interferometry.

B. TESTS IN NATURAL SCENARIO
A second experimental campaign was performed in an ex-
quarry area, near Firenzuola, Italy. The illuminated area was
a partially vegetated slope with rocks of various size. A CR
was positioned on the slope. Fig. 11 shows a picture of the
illuminated area and the CR position. A top view of the area
is shown in Fig. 12. Here, the CR is highlighted by a white dot
and the green line outlines the flight trajectory of the UAS.

Twelve flight scans were performed. The UAS flew fol-
lowing a straight trajectory about 45 m long, at about 20 m
altitude, approximately the same altitude as the CR posi-
tion. The velocity was equal to 1 m/s. The present scenario
demanded a maximum unambiguous range of 450 m, which
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FIGURE 11. Picture of the slope scanned with the UAS-based system. The
yellow circle highlights the CR position.

FIGURE 12. Top view of the UAS trajectory and location of the CR.

determined a bandwidth B = 67 MHz. The resulting range
resolution was about 2.3 m.

As done in the previous tests, between each scan, the CR
was moved by constant steps in the direction perpendicular to
the scan line. In this case the displacements were 5 mm long.

Compared to the campaign presented above, in this case
the measurement conditions were really challenging. Indeed,
there were moderate wind gusts, that made the UAS partially
deviate from the nominal linear trajectory. In addition, the
area was characterized by a very steep and irregular slope and
high-resolution DEM of the area was not available. The lack
of DEM information is not dramatic in this case, as the UAS
flew approximately at the same height of the CR. However,
given the highly irregular shape of the slope, without a high
resolution DEM it was not possible to implement the atmo-
spheric phase correction, nor the volumetric one.

The poor range resolution was an additional source of
noise. In fact, signals from different targets fall into the same
resolution cell. This is also the case with the CR: targets in

FIGURE 13. Procedure to remove the background contribution.

the surrounding environment are summed to the CR signal.
The resulting signal is given by a background signal plus
the CR signal. The CR was located near to a large stone.
Therefore, the main background contribution is given by a
constant clutter. A constant displacement of the target cor-
responds to a rotation of the signal phasor in the complex
plane. If no background signal were present, the measured
values would form a circle in the complex plane, around the
origin [36]. The constant background translates this circle,
leading to a possible underestimation of the interferometric
phase. In order to cope with this problem, the following
strategy was adopted: on the complex plane, the centre of the
circle given by the CR complex phasors was estimated, which
provides an estimate of the average background contribution.
Then, such a contribution was subtracted from the CR signal.
This procedure is schematically shown in Fig. 13, and an
example of the procedure applied to experimental data is
shown in Fig. 14.

FIGURE 14. Estimation of the circle identified by the CR signals in the
complex plane for the removal of the background contribution.

Fig. 15 shows the interferometric displacement of the CR
obtained with θ = 2◦ (PSA≃ 2.79m) and θ = 20◦ (PSA ≃

28.2m), after the correction of the background contribution.
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FIGURE 15. Measured cumulative interferometric displacements as a
function of the expected displacement, obtained with θ = 2◦ (red) and
θ = 20◦ (blue).

FIGURE 16. Deviation of the measured displacements from the expected
value for θ = 2◦ (red), and θ = 20◦ (blue).

Measured data outline a clear trend, similar to the expected
one. The RMSE obtained with θ = 20◦ is equal to 7.9 mm.
A better agreement can be observed for θ = 2◦, for which a
RMSE of 5.7 mmwasmeasured. Fig. 16 shows the deviations
of the measured displacements from the expected values.
For θ = 2◦, the deviations are always below 1 cm. For
values of θ larger than 20◦ the errors increase, and make the
cumulative displacement slightly deviate from the expected
one. Given the challenging measurement conditions and the
lack of atmospheric and volumetric corrections, the results
obtained are extremely promising. Indeed, for short PSA, the
displacements were determined with errors lower than 1 cm,
a precision very close to that achievable with C and X-band
spaceborne and airborne systems [25], [34], [35].

V. CONCLUSION
UAS-based radar interferometry is a promising tool which is
raising lot of interest. To date, no systematic studies have been
conducted on interferometric data acquired onboard UASs.

In this paper, repeat-pass interferometry on UAS-based
SAR data was demonstrated. A back-propagation algorithm
for image focusing, originally developed for airborne SAR,
has been generalized for UAS-based systems. A method able
to compensate for a Doppler shift is implemented. Consider-
ing the information on the position and attitude of the UAS,
the algorithm allows to cope with the UAS instabilities. The
possible sources of noise in the interferometric phase were
outlined and the methods for their correction were discussed.

Measurements performed on corner reflectors in controlled
scenario were presented. Several flight scans were performed
in the same conditions, in order to test the measurement
repeatability and reliability. A corner was moved by known
displacements between each flight scan. This provided a
reference for validation of the method. It was shown that
uncertainties in the UAS position are not critical in S-band,
as the CR image was not subject to defocus. The interfero-
metric displacement of a corner reflector was corrected using
information from other two fixed corner reflectors. The root
mean square error of the measured displacements was evalu-
ated as a function of the synthetic aperture used for focusing.
It was shown that millimetric precision can be achieved.
The obtained displacement showed excellent agreement with
the expected result, in line with that of other state-of-the-art
interferometric systems.

One other acquisition campaign was performed in the area
of an ex-quarry, a natural, partially vegetated slope. Interfer-
ometric measurements were carried out on a corner reflector
located on the slope. In this case, the measurement conditions
were challenging: the slope was irregular and no DEM was
available, the system had poor range resolution, andmoderate
wind gusts were present (about 6 - 7 m/s). In this case
the interferometric results appear noisier than in controlled
scenario. This is probably due to a combination of factors
previously mentioned. For instance, it was not possible to
compensate for the volumetric phase contribution because of
the lack of a high-resolution DEM. Nevertheless, also in this
case, interferometry was performed successfully and good
agreement with the expected result was found. The achieved
measurement precision on the corner reflector, below 1 cm,
is comparable to that of state-of-the-art interferometers.

It must be underlined that knowledge of DEM is funda-
mental to perform interferometric measurements on natural
slopes landslides.

The millimetric accuracy of the presented results on corner
reflectors demonstrates the possibility to successfully apply
the interferometric technique to UAS-based SAR data. The
dataset presented demonstrates the repeatability and reliabil-
ity of the method. The study presented in this paper poses
the first steps of interferometric UAS-based SAR imple-
mentations, showing the potential and outlining the main
challenges.
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To further improve the system performance more mea-
surement campaigns will be carried out in different mete-
orological conditions and different scenarios. Furthermore,
UAS-based SAR interferometric processing could benefit
from the application of coherence maximization or autofocus
methods to minimize the phase errors.
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